Treatment of the Hailey-Hailey disease with fractional CO2 laser: a three-case series

Tratamento da doença de Hailey-Hailey com laser de CO2 fracionado: uma série de três casos

ABSTRACT

The Hailey-Hailey disease or familial benign pemphigus is a rare condition, characterized by vesicular lesions and erosions with a predilection for intertriginous areas associated with pain and burning sensation that affect the quality of life of patients. There are many topical and systemic treatments for the injuries that can temporarily promote partial or complete remission, but there is no curative treatment. Some treatment options with lasting results include dermabrasion and Erbium laser resurfacing (YAG or CO2). We report three cases of patients with recurrent lesions and limited responses to classical treatments, which showed significant clinical improvement after fractional CO2 laser therapy.
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INTRODUCTION

The Hailey-Hailey disease or familial benign pemphigus is a rare condition that affects the keratinocytes’ adhesion. It has an dominant autosomal inheritance and is characterized by vesicular lesions and erosions, with a predilection for intertriginous areas, such as the armpits, groins, and inframammary region.\(^1\)

The lesions appear around the second and third decades of life and can manifest up to the fifth decade.\(^1,2\)

It has an indeterminate course, usually with periods of outbreaks and remissions. Eruptions can be triggered by factors such as friction, sweating, heat, emotional stress and ultraviolet radiation. The lesions may have spontaneous remission or worsen with painful fissures or bad odor vegetating lesions, compromising the quality of life in a significant manner.\(^1,2\)

Several therapeutic options have been described, the most common being antibiotic therapy and oral or topical cor-
ticosteroid therapy, with varying remission and recurrence rates. Retinoids, systemic methotrexate and cyclosporine, topical tacrolimus, botulinum toxin and photodynamic therapy also led to variable rates of therapeutic success. The long-term treatment options comprise surgical excision associated with cutaneous graft, and dermabrasion. These therapies yield good results, however with significant rates of complications (i.e. infections and retractions) due to their more invasive character. In contrast, laser therapy is less invasive and has been reported as safe and effective, leading to long-lasting results.

The authors of the present paper describe three cases of patients who had limited response to classic treatments, nevertheless showed significant clinical improvement, symptomatic relief and absence of recurrence after fractional CO2 laser therapy.

METHODS

The procedures were performed in an ambulatorial setting, under topical anesthesia (7% lidocaine + 7% tetracaine) (Pliaglis® Galderma, São Paulo, Brazil). The laser device used was the DUAL DEEP® (Lutronics - South Korea), set at the static mode, with a 12mm spot and fluence between 80 and 100 Joules/cm2. Two passes (exceeding by 1cm the lesion’s visibly active borders) were performed in each of the sessions.

In all cases, it was possible to observe hyperpigmentation sequelae resulting from chronic lesions.

Case reports

Case 1

A 58-year-old female patient had a 6-year history of recurrent Hailey-Hailey disease. She had fissured, hyperkeratotic painful plaques on the dorsum and cervical region. The patient had previously undergone conservative treatment with topical corticosteroids and oral antibiotics, without significant improvement. Multiple areas of the dorsum were treated – one per session – with an average of four sessions in each of the affected areas, over a total period of two years (Figure 1). During a four-year clinical follow up period, the patient did not show recurrence of the lesions in the treated areas.

Case 2

A 39-year-old female patient had experienced recurrent Hailey-Hailey disease in the axillae for about 10 years. Antimicrobial therapy and oral isotretinoin had been ineffective. Three CO2 laser sessions were performed in each axilla with monthly intervals (Figure 2). The patient did not present recurrence after 2 years of clinical follow-up.

Case 3

A 46-year-old male patient had been diagnosed with the Hailey-Hailey disease in the adolescence (predominantly in the axillae). There were reports of partial improvement of the lesions with oral antibiotics and topical corticosteroids, however with frequent recurrence. The axillae were then treated monthly with CO2 laser sessions, in a total of four sessions in each axilla. There was a significant improvement in the lesions, without recurrence after a one year follow-up (Figure 3).

DISCUSSION

Familial benign pemphigus is a disease that courses with recalcitrant erosive plaques and can be debilitating. First-line therapies are generally medicament-based and only promote temporary suppression of the lesions. Dermabrasion and ablative laser, which have been resulting in the long-term remission of the condition, are the most advanced techniques for the treatment of the Hailey-Hailey disease. Dermabrasion is effective, nonetheless limited due to its complications and the impossibility of being performed in certain body sites.
On the other hand, laser therapy has several advantages over other therapies: it can be used to treat a large area in a short period of time; it causes less intraoperative pain and less postoperative bleeding; it offers better control of the procedure’s depth and decreased probability of scarring as compared to dermabrasion; and it can be performed ambulatorially under local anesthesia. Therefore, it is a promising therapy with the possibility of becoming the method of choice for the treatment of recurrent Hailey-Hailey disease.

The main side effects of CO2 laser are transient edema and erythema, scarring and depigmentation. A common problem is the recurrence of the disease at the treated lesion’s periphery. In order to avoid this situation, Kruppa et al. have suggested that the application of laser should cover an area that exceeds that of the clinically visible disease.

The exact mechanism of action of the ablative laser in this pathology remains uncertain. One theory is that the epidermis and keratinocytes expressing the molecular defect are destroyed, leaving the adnexa intact, allowing the regeneration of the normal epidermis without the adhesion defect. The adnexa have the mutation however they do not express them, being therefore unaffected by the acantholytic process. Another theory is that dermal fibrosis leads to better support of the unhealthy epidermis and decreases the risk of ulceration and fissure formation.

The three cases reported in the present paper had an excellent response to fractional CO2 laser, with minimal side effects (erythema, edema and transient pain). They were followed for up to four years with absence of recurrence of the lesions in the treated sites.

Evidence describing the treatment of familial benign pemphigus with CO2 laser is encouraging in cases such as those described here. Nevertheless, more encompassing studies are necessary to consolidate the status of this method in the therapeutic armamentarium available to treat the Hailey-Hailey disease.
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